Abstract-This paper presents an experiment testing whether adults exhibit Categorical Perception when rating non-linguistic utterances, made by a Nao robot, on an affective level. This experiment followed the traditional methodology used in psychology, with some minor alterations. A stimulus continuum was produced and subjects asked to complete a discrimination and a identification task. In the former subjects were asked to rate whether stimulus pairs were affectively different while in the latter they were asked to rate single stimuli affectively using a facial gesture tool. Results present compelling evidence for the presence of Categorical Perception in this particular case.
I. INTRODUCTION
Utterances made by machines -and in this paper specifically -by robots need to match the expectations that are held by users. While Natural Language Interaction (NLI) remains an important horizon for Human-Robot Interaction (HRI), the state-of-the-art in Natural Language Processing (NLP) technology is currently not of a adequate level to facilitate robust, open-ended spoken interaction and as a result frequently leads to breakdowns in NLI [1] which are unsettling for users [2] . Current solutions include facilitating NLI through Wizard of Oz studies, constraining and scripting interaction dialogues with autonomous systems, or utilising general purpose utterances to catch any failing interactions. This paper explores aspects of a potential alternative to facilitate acoustic interaction, Non-Linguistic Utterances (NLUs). NLUs are sounds comprised of beeps, squeaks and whirrs, rather than spoken language, and have been used almost exclusively by the world of animation to great effect (R2D2 and WALL-E provid vivid examples). While the shortcomings in comparison to natural language are obvious, NLUs do have properties that hold promise for HRI. Namely, utterances are not bound to a particular language, thus their application is multi-lingual/cultural settings may be advantageous. Furthermore, as utterances contain little semantic content, they impose few restrictions on interactions and may be used to facilitate more open-ended interactions in HRI.
Previous work [3] found evidence that suggested that when young children were asked to affectively rate NLUs, they did so categorically. This led to the notion of Categorical Perception (CP) of NLUs. The purpose of this work was to probe this notion in a more direct manner, with the hypothesis that CP is occurring.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Following the Psychological methods for measuring CP [4] , subjects were asked to rate a continuum of six NLUs. Each end of the continuum had a prototype utterance (Utterance-0 and Utterance-5, see figure 1), and these were separated by four utterances, each with equal physical differences in their acoustic features.
The AffectButton (figure 2) [5] was used to obtain affective ratings from subjects. This tool is a dynamic facial gesture tool that interpolates between 9 prototypical facial gestures, and encodes these facial expressions into a 3D affect space where the dimensions are Pleasure, Arousal and Dominance.
Subjects undertook three tasks. The first was a labelling task where they assigned facial gestures to affective labels 1 using the AffectButton. This was done to obtain a measure of the Inter-Rater Reliability (IRR) of subjects using the AffectButton. The second task was a discrimination task that used an AX comparison paradigm where subjects had to rate neighbouring stimuli in the continuum as either affectively similar or different. The final task was an identification task where subjects were presented with an utterance and asked to assign a facial gesture to the utterance. In the case of the Identification Task, the AffectButton was constrained to facial gestures such that pleasure = dominance. This resulted in interpolation between the sad, neutral and happy prototype facial expressions. Subjects were sat in front of a Nao robotic platform, which was used to embody the utterances (figure 3).
III. RESULTS
28 adult subjects partook in the study. 11 (ā ge = 29, SD = 6) males and 17 females (ā ge = 32, SD = 10), and were rewarded with £5 for their participation.
Cronbach's α was used as a measure of IRR for the Labelling task, yielding high α values for the Pleasure (α p = 0.9804), Arousal (α a = 0.9764) and Dominance (α d = 0.9767) dimensions. These values show that subjects assigned similar facial gestures to the affective labels which is encouraging and promotes confidence in the use of the button during the Identification Task. similar of different. Overall, the graph has the typical inverted "V" shape that is associated with CP. This indicates that subjects perceived neighbouring pairs in the middle of the continuum as more different than pairs at the extremes of the continuum, representing the crossing of a categorical boundary. Figure 4 (bottom) is a plot of the mean affective ratings for each individual utterance from the Identification Task. A 2-way ANOVA reveals that there were main effects due to both Gender (F (1) = 5.14, p < 0.05) and the Utterance (F (5) = 32.81, p < 0.001). Tukey-Kramer post-hoc tests revealed that female subjects had a significantly higher mean affective rating than male subjects, and that there were two clusters of data points that were significantly different. Utterances 0/1/2 formed one cluster and Utterances 3/4/5 formed another cluster. This result is also suggestive of CP as there were no significant differences within each cluster, and the two clusters were separated by a sudden step that was statistically significant. This step coincides with the peaks in the top graph, also representing the crossing of a categorical boundary. The results of this study give an important insight into the landscape of affective perception, suggesting that it is not smooth. Instead it has a magnet effect pulling interpretations to certain prototypes. This insight is important to the design of NLUs, as efforts made into making subtle utterances may not equate to subtle differences in interpretation, thus making the effort lost. This may also imply that certain acoustic features are not perceived as affectively different. This could be employed to generate varying utterances, which are nevertheless interpreted as belonging to the same affective category. Doing so can avoid having a robot that sounds repetitive, something that users are sensitive to, with negative impacts.
Currently, all stimuli were presented with no situational context. Future work will address whether situational context overrides the affective colouring that has been observed in this experiment.
